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In 2013, Ann Cameron cured Stage 4 cancer of the colon without chemotherapy or radiation, by
drinking carrot juice. Genes aren't our destiny. how to reduce the cost of cancer care; Predicated
on her comprehensive reading in scientific journals focused on nutrition and cancers, her
ground-breaking book describes the facts of the carrot treatment and the scientific evidence for
its power. In this publication, she shares little-known research that is revolutionizing scientific
thinking about cancer and how exactly to treat it. The research comes from the exciting brand-
new field of epigenetics--the study of how chemical substance switching mechanisms inside our
bodies change the expression of our genes. Our environment, the foods we consume, and just
how we live can silence pro-malignancy genes or change them on, arranged anti-malignancy
genes on alert or switch them off. Since that time, others with a variety of cancers have reported
comparable successes. Neither is cancers. Cancer develops when your body loses its capability
to recognize and eliminate rogue cells--cells that dominate the body if they don't stop dividing.
and how to arrive at individual treatment decisions that are best for you. Equally helpful, it
includes the practical understanding Cameron gained from her trip through cancer and back to
health--how to use the internet to research proposed treatments and the grade of hospitals and
doctors; The scientific information in this book could be a life-saver and a beacon of expect you
or someone you know. Cameron wished to find out why this apparently simple cancer cure--just
carrots--works. In a few cases--probably many--carrots can restore the body's natural power to
regulate growth and eliminate defective cells.
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My wifes malignancy is fully gone after 9 weeks This books content parallels my wifes battle with
cancer. After 4 weeks, she was informed that she was cancer tumor free of charge. I saw this
publication "Curing Malignancy with Carrots" last fall. I drank the carrot juice right and didn't add
any other veggies/fruits because of concern that any constituent in another veggie might
counteract the recovery quality of the carrot. Last October, my partner was identified as having
stage IV ovarian cancers, which acquired spread to near her air ways and heart. We started
chemo a. The only thing different I did with my diet plan was the introduction of carrot juice. And
we’ve all been drinking the Kool Aid rather than the carrot juice.p., but also immediately bought
a juicer and started juicing carrots, daily. I remember a man I met at a fishing camp in Canada,
that summer time.. Who knows, but I'm glad this is working! He found a book back in 2001 about
carrot cure for malignancy and began juicing 5# of carrots daily for 2 months, then 3# of carrots
daily for another month and at that time returned to his doctor for a recheck of his condition,
because he experienced therefore well. His CAT scan demonstrated no evidence of ever having
lung tumor nor his emphysema.4.I recommend, If you can, to send people the amazon connect
to this book. 9 weeks into chemo, her tumors in her chest were gone and after her hysterectomy,
the pathology survey on 7 organs and 17 lymph nodes eliminated, mentioned "NO
MALIGNANCY". After operation recuperation, we continuing juicing and 6 even more weeks of
chemo. The author's personal experience & I got answers and advice on the overwhelming
subject matter of my cancer analysis.. Our juice recipe: 3# carrots, 1/2 couple of celery, 1
cucumber, 1 apple, 1 lemon (peeled), 1 thumb-size pc. of Ginger root.00 per month while I was
juicing, and one lb. Jan, Elk River, MN TUMORS SHRUNK IN TWO IN 4 MONTHS!! I am going to
boost my carrot juice intake now from 4 pounds daily to 5 after learning this is the minimum
within my current weight! This important book to learn and learn from.!! I started drinking 1/2
gallon (8 cups) of organic carrot juice each day (10 pounds daily). The larger you have "Irregular
Borders" & other unfriendly features & my doc wished to biopsy IMMEDIATELY. I refused for
concern with "seeding" & because I knew I'd want in order to avoid 'Cut/Poison/Burn off' & didn't
need to start that hamster wheel. I have 2 tumors on my thyroid that have been steadily growing
for the past year. Many thanks Ann for posting your journey around! no longer had any
concerning characteristics! and my tumor returned in late 2015.What did not work: The year
prior to trying carrots I tried several other tactics to eliminate these tumors. I juiced 3 bags
(30pounds) at the same time which provided 1. wanted to give it my best shot. I purchased
organic carrots @ $5 for 10 lb handbag at Costco.What I did: I drank 1/2 gallon daily because I
had a need to see if this would work &5 gallons of juice.I will continue to beverage the carrot
juice until they are completely gone. Perhaps it would have been easier to juice the carrots daily,
but it saved a lot of time & ensured I'd involve some handy. For the next 6 months I'll do a one
or two 2 day supply, as I think that could be why the tumors are not entirely gone.. We talk about
the juice now. study vis-a-vis the tumor industry's poisons, income & My CEA levels (Cancer
Tumor Markers) transpired from 2.? I simply bought it right here on Amazon and read it
thoroughly in two sittings, I find it an unbelievable resource on the power of natural foods and
wellness. wants me to continue drinking the carrot juice. I initially tried drinking water fasting. I
followed that with a natural GAPS diet large with bone broth & During the rest of the times I ate
my normal organic foods. Many of us and our loved ones are devastated by this regularly
misunderstood disease. How come my own body require so much carrot juice?I QUICKLY
followed a strict low calorie Ketogenic organic diet plan with 2 days water fasting/week. (Inspired
by the work on the Metabolic Theory of Cancers by Thomas Seyfried. Result: the tumors
continued to grow.Then I did a 38 day organic Juice Fast with mainly green vegetables. I did 5



days of water fasting at the start of each month, with a 9 day water fast a month. soups/salads.
Result: the tumors continued to develop.In case you are on the search, I would recommend that
you google the name 'Ralph Cole' and read his blog about his cancer recovery, buy Ann's
important publication, and check out chrisbeatcancer. RESULT: MY TUMORS SHRUNK IN HALF!!!!
I drank 8 cups daily over the course of 3 days. immune system regeneration) Result: the tumors
continued to grow. Probably because I was making a 3 day batch at once instead of a fresh batch
daily. Or maybe because I have other physical difficulties with my MTHFR mutation & of carrots
yields in regards to a cup of genuine carrot juice. he refused chemo, went to the library and
researched a home remedy to fight his cancers.2 to 1 1.!THANK YOU ANN CAMERON! Strongly
suggested.! I bought a juicer, and did 200 days of carrot juicing (six measuring cups of 100 %
pure carrot juice per day) , maintained connection with my oncologist, and- I am now healthy.
CARROT JUICE Functions! Anybody with cancer must read this. My doc is normally amazed & My
oncologist backed me in my own decision never to do chemo once again, as my body could not
deal with its toxicity and ravages, a second time.I read 'curing cancer with carrots' by ann
cameron and googled 'ralph cole' and started to read his story and his blog. Great Book Many
thanks Ann!'You do not get sick because you have cancer, you get cancers because you are ill'-
such smart words. I continue steadily to meet with my oncologist to ensure my (CA125) numbers
are where they need to be.We eat a mostly plant based diet plan, avocados, coffee beans, rice,
quinoa, veggies, berries and nuts, unsweetened coconut milk. I have chosen never to eat meat,
dairy or loaf of bread, but I do eat seafood. I make an effort to consist of at least a minimum of
five different foods on my plate at each food, to give my body a number of nutrients. If cancers
were to come back again, I would perform the carrot juicing once again.Then I went back to
following my regular organic diet with 1/2 GALLON CARROT JUICE daily for 4 a few months. I’ve
go through and re-read this reserve. Carrots cost me about $150.Dave &/or my hypothyroid. I by
no means forgot that discussion and that's the reason my wife was wanting to start juicing daily
while also beginning her chemotherapy. (Inspired by the studies by Valter Longo & It's been
explained in an ideal way how carrots heal cancer and all her journey through this. I wish I got
known all this before I agreed to chemo. I discovered this book while going through immuno-
therapy.can't say plenty of good things! Cancer? You need to read this book!com. In 2013 I was
diagnosed with stage 3 ovarian tumor, had chemo (because I didn't know any thing else at that
time). I’m eliminating cancer with carrot juicing. So happy with this book! Needless to say, juicing
is currently part of our life. Very well written and incredibly supportive. Precisely what I
needed.... He explained he was a 15yr survivor of inoperable lung malignancy; Carrots worked
for me personally and I got stage 4 lung cancer! Thank you quite definitely, Ann Cameron.! My
recent ultrasound demonstrated the tumors possess shrunk in half & Last CAT scan still without
having cancer. maybe the degrees of falcarinol deplete over time or are sensitive to oxygenation.
politics It may end up being that most cancers, like cardiovascular disease, are toothless paper
tigers.a. Curing Cancer with Carrots This book is inspiring and filled with research and survivor
stories! Awesome and incredibly useful book for anybody It’s a great book and complete guide
what and how writer provides healed herself. By telling people concerning this book you may
help others, with techniques you can't also imagine. Many thanks so much for such a fantastic
book. This Book Works I actually am a Stage 3C cancer of the colon survivor. Carrot Cure If you
have cancer, this is essential browse. I followed the instructions and started juicing specifically
14 days before my blood assessments..! Unbelievable I believed, while talking in person with
him.s.! A must read for all cancers patients! It was a fantastic book that could save lives and stop
horrible side effects from non functioning drugs. A must read for cancer sufferers. Five Stars It



had plenty of good information.
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